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 One stop for all the 
digital needs of your
 Practice

[image: ]30-day trial. No credit card required.
Start For Free 








DIVERSE
Catering to 
diverse needs


“94% of healthcare patients use online reviews to evaluate practices.”
 Practice Crown provides you better Practice IT solutions with dynamic plans for the diverse problems practices' face. We provide flexible and helpful practice management solutions for all digital concerns of your practice. 
To try our Practice IT solutions, click HereStart Free Trail



Grow 
 Grow your  
practice
Practice Crown offers an end-to-end Practice Management kit that helps you launch your practice online.
 Better website, better online presence, better patient care journey



Online Appointment Booking
Empower your patients with an easier online appointment booking flow at their convenience.
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Digital 
 check-in
Increase patient convenience by taking basic and insurance details online, before the appointment.
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Telemedicine
  
Conduct virtual treatment calls through an easy to setup and secure HIPAA-compliant connection.
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Reputation Management
View and manage your online reviews for a real-time insight on your precious practice reputation.
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Website Development
We provide you with a completely functional, and optimized website for not just a strong social proof but also a digital cloud platform for your practice.
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SEO
Practice Crown offers excellent SEO services for your practice website. Our experts curate customized campaigns that have the power to make you visible online.
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Digital 
 marketing
Practice Crown assists you in creating impactful digital marketing campaigns on platforms like google and yelp.
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Marketing Campaigns 
Practice Crown assists you in creating impactful digital marketing campaigns on platforms like google and yelp.
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Support
24/7 Support 
 for Your Practice



 Exceptional Customer Support: 
At Practice Crown, we take pride in offering unparalleled customer support, available 24/7. One of our expertise would be ready to help
01

Always Accessible and Prompt:
We are always accessible and responsive to your needs. We ensure a high level of customer service, ensuring that communication with us is easy and productive. 
02

Clients as Our Top Priority: 
We aim to empower you with complete control over your online presence. Whether it's a minor issue, a question, or a concern, We are available to discuss. 
03





Automation 
 Transforming Healthcare Through 
 Automation Tailored to Your Needs 



	For Healthcare Providers
	For Patients
	For Healthcare Staff

Grow Your Practice
	Increase Patient Volume and Revenue: Streamline operations to see more patients and enhance overall revenue. 
	Reduce No-Shows: Implement strategies to minimize patient no-shows, optimizing appointment schedules.
	Enhance Online Reputation: Leverage advanced tools to bolster your online presence and reputation.
	Efficient Inventory Management: Streamline inventory processes for a more organized and cost-effective approach.


Get Better Care
	Convenient Appointment Scheduling: Choose appointment times that suit your schedule effortlessly.
	Minimize Wait Times: Experience reduced waiting periods through optimized scheduling.
	Online Report Access: Access your medical reports conveniently through online platforms.
	Virtual Consultations: Connect with healthcare professionals online for consultations.
	treamlined Intake Forms: Complete intake forms online for a seamless experience.
	Appointment Reminders: Receive timely reminders for scheduled appointments.


Streamlined Tasks
	Reduced Phone Appointment Bookings: Minimize manual appointment bookings over the phone.
	Efficient Intake Processes: Cut down on intake time with streamlined and automated processes.
	Paperwork Reduction: Move towards a paperless environment, reducing administrative paperwork.
	Queue Management: Optimize patient flow with advanced queue management systems.
	Feedback and Reminders: Facilitate feedback mechanisms and timely reminders for staff.



Include in every plan
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 Unlimited clients 
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 Billing 
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 Documentation 
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 Client Portal 
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 Scheduling 
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 Mobile 
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 Live support 





Healthcare 
 Addressing
Healthcare Challenges 

One of the major challenges in the healthcare industry revolves around the significant time healthcare providers dedicate to different administrative tasks, such as patient intake, appointment scheduling, reputation management, and inventory control. 
In the United States, physicians generally spent 8.7 hours per week (equivalent to 16.6% of their working hours) or even up to 23 hours per week (44% of their working hours) exclusively on administrative duties. This extensive administrative responsibility leaves limited room for meaningful patient engagement. 

[image: ]Your 30-day free trial will be on the Plus
 plan so you can experience every feature.
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CARE
We Help Practices For 
 Better Quality of Care







PRACTICE CROWN
 Why choose 
Practice Crown?


 01. Better online presence 
Who doesn't like a practice that books appointments faster, provides easy appointment rescheduling options, and sends reminders via push notifications? Practice Crown enhances your current services with online appointment booking and text messaging, making you the best amongst the crowd



 02. Efficient appointment scheduling 
Everyone desires a quick and hassle-free online appointment booking system and that's where we slide in. Practice Crown's online appointment booking service helps your practice with a strong sign-in interface that reduces errors and increases patient comfort.



 03. Telemedicine experience 
Practice Crown enables your practice with a platform that lets you connect with your patients through seamless video connections. Our Telemedicine services allow you to treat patients anywhere around the world without any extra hassle. 



 04. Front office automation 
Build a practice with automatic appointment reminder texts, appointment confirmation texts, and rescheduling options. Automation ensures negligible patient cancellations and real-time tracking of your practice management. Track your results in real-time, for all your practice metrics, rankings, and growth.



 05. Medical SEO that boosts your website 
We empower you with extraordinary and result-producing digital marketing strategies that make you visible in front of the customers who are looking for you without sacrificing your precious time. Upgrade your search results with better keywords to increase traffic to your practice website.



 06. Secure EMR/EHR Integrations 
With our tailored tools, we offer digital Practice marketing services that highlight the uniqueness of your practice. We are social champs that generate appointment-ready patients for your practice. 



 07. Increased Staff Efficiency. 
Expand your practice management with better communication with your patients like text messages, emails, social media platforms that strengthens your patient connections, and all of this without hiring extra staff and fussy paperwork. Magic!



 08. Better patient flow 
With our intelligent tools, we offer digital Practice marketing services that highlights the uniqueness of your practice. We are social champs that generate appointment-ready patients for your practice.







News & Articles
News & Articles









[image: ]Practice Crown stands out as the optimal solution for complete Practice Management services, facilitating the seamless launch of your practice in the online domain With a single click .
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USEFUL LINKS
	Blogs
	About Us
	Sitemap 
	Directory pages
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